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Introduction:

The Candylad Coin is a legally certified company based in Dubai and a global
initiative dedicated to developing an array in different kinds of programs to
fight global crisis that we are facing today. To slow and in time reverse the
effects of global warming, we need to evolve down-to-earth , help the
people who are in need and build a better world to live in , that’s our final
targets, employing several activities including war refugee zone, the natural
disaster, the poverty-sticken area and increased the effectiveness of the
charity. We will accomplish these projects by applying increased public
interest, corporate interest and progressive financing mechanisms. We will
offer the Candylad Coin cryptocurrency directly to the investors by taking
advantage of blockchain technology. Once certified, we will create a credit
market, opening as an investment for companies and individuals to offset
their footprint. They can accomplish this by purchasing credits from us and
redeeming them on the blockchain, making everything transparent and
verifiable.

Mission:

Admittance to business enterprise employment that can avail authorize them 

to create a best existence for themselves and their families. If the global 
economic system ran on a frequent set of standards that could not be 

influence by any fellowship or nation, the world would be a more fair and 

available spot and manlike progression would modify. Most important one is 

to build a better world to live in.



Vision:

We accomplished that digital currency will effect the global. This is
what we got excited about when we first educated about blackcoin.
Candylad Coin will be altogether self-reliant as we will fund our
environmental programs and reinforcing stimulus our investors exploitation
the profits we create from various state, such as selling registered carbon list,
revenue improvement, government revenue from enterprise, trees produce,
trade income and corporate use of our tree tracking utilization and most
critically we’re focusing on the people who are in need of help. We view
blockchain technology as the future because it transfer the world in
collaboration and avail to create a integrate, economic global economy.
Unfortunately, a lot of blockchain technology still relies on carbon release
energy sources. One of our compass is to change the carbon emissions from
blockchain technology completely. We are also in the early level of
developing to support in this project, which will be element unsupported and
mainly used for certified accomplishment offsets to be proven and an
environmentally friendly way to transfer funds worldwide. Candylad Coin's
final vision is to create a blockchain 4.0 charity community. By empowering
the development and application of Candylad Coin Token NFTs and
Metaverse's AI smart games and the derivation of game peripheral products,
the Candylad Coin Charity Foundation will be established in the later stage to
carry out online and offline charity donations around the world.Candylad
Coin's vision is to "perfectly combine blockchain and charity". Through the
popularization of thoughts and the content of concern, more faith-based
cryptocurrency supporter will be gathered to build a public welfare
community.Candylad Coin & Candylad Coin prospect that every area of the
world can have a sweet candy. And finally we are going to merge the charity
and the blockchain .

A Short introductory to Defi:

DeFi, you can do most of the things that banks support — earn interest,
borrow, lend, buy insurance, trade derivatives, trade assets, and more — but
it’s faster and doesn’t require paperwork or a third party. As with crypto
generally, DeFi is global, peer-to-peer (meaning directly between two people,
not routed through a centralized system), pseudonymous, and open to all.



How many people investing in DeFi?

It is estimated that 27 million people, 8.3% of America's total population,
currently own cryptocurrency.16%of Americans say they have ever invested
in, traded or used cryptocurrency. The vast majority of U.S. adults have
heard at least a little about cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin or Ether, and 16%
say they personally have invested in, traded or otherwise used one,
according to a new Pew Research Center survey.

Why Metaverse :

The metaverse, a living and breathing space that blends physical and digital,
is quickly evolving from a science fiction dream into a reality with endless
possibilities. A world where people can interact virtually, create and
exchange digital assets for real-world value, own digital land, engage with
digitized real-world products and services and much more.

Standards Metaverse Key :

Backed by recent endorsements from major tech giants, metaverses are
finally expanding into the mainstream.

All metaverses rely on internal tokens that can be bought, sold, exchanged,
earned or even created by the users themselves.

In this article, we’ll walk you through where and how to purchase Metaverse
tokens on Binance with crypto or fiat.



Candylad Coin is helping to fight against the crisis world-wide.

A development performance of business leadership, authority officials
and private citizens are concerned about the worldwide express of global
warming and are purpose steps to reverse the substance. While some debate
that "the Earth will heal itself," the natural processes for determination this
manlike caused CO₂ from the standard atmosphere complex on the timescale
of hundreds of thousands to millions of time period. Earth's self-recovery will
not occur quickly enough to domain our cultural establishment and social
group systems as they are.There is no question that global warming
necessarily to be reserved. Despite the immense amounts of public funds and
effort spent since the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro during the last 30 years
led by the United Nations Organization (UN), the World Bank (WB), the Asian
Development Bank (ADB), the African Development Bank (AfDB) along with
others, yet the peace on global warming is yet to be won or even dilatory
down. Nothing scheduled within the nearby future seems to offer much to
perk the equality in favor of slowing down carbon release. Looking at all the
available evidence, we can make two conclusions:

● The rate at which global warming occurs due to anthropogenic and other
factors is far greater than human efforts to conflict the difficulty.

● The funds and resources spent to avoid release build-up and upgrade
carbon segregation do not reach basic levels sufficiently or promptly.A close
examination of these two factors disclose that the current condition quo may
have influenced both prospect to some level, where the current rate of
global warming is mainly superior today due to the inefficiency inherent in
various organization complexities.



Meet with Candylad Coin

The ecological plan of Candylad Coin is NFTs avatar + Metaverse Al game
development application, and game peripheral products incubation. The final
vision of Candylad Coin, the establishment of a global online and offline
charity foundation, allowing holders to hold While enjoying the huge legal
document of wealth brought by economics in Candylad Coin Token, they are
also contributing to charity and public social welfare invisibly and together
with Candylad Coin, they will spread love to every area of the world.

Why with Candylad Coin

Headquartered in Dubai UAE, Candylad Coin Group was initiated by a world-
renowned charitable fund company in conjunction with the world's top
blockchain technology team. The company immersion on blockchain
technology, clever contracts, initial coin contribution (Candylad
Coin+Candylad Coin) and digital currency investment, focusing on planning
and establishing a generous community, and combination NFTs, SWAP cross-
chain aggregation, metaverse and other application hot spot to provide new
charities Supply data blockchain to boost the improvement of public social
welfare and charity. The project will be launched simultaneously in many
countries around the world with the ultimate goal of creating a more open,
clear, reasonable and trustworthy charity platform on a global proportion.

Candylad Coin health - The Candylad Coin Project sets its sights on
becoming the defining Impact Investment Token on the Binance Smart Chain
Network.Candylad Coin project will operate in defined phases, each with a
unique charitable cause at its focus. Phase 1, for example, Candylad Coin
concentrate all its efforts on aiding people in its battle against Covid-19 .

Cryptocurrency donations are more transparent, faster, and more cost-
effective than conventional currencies. Because the blockchain ledger is public,
the flow of money is actually very transparent — arguably more so than

conventional currency systems, which require third parties to interact and 

monitor transactions. This also reduces costs, both in terms of fees and time.

https://savetheworld.health/
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             Total Supply：
69,000,000,000 hundred billion
    Buy/Sell Tax：8%/10%



MARKETING STRATEGY

Charity

Earn rewards for the best charity token on Binance Smart Chain. A
unique coin moulded by the community, looking to benefit the lives in
this world to move forward together to the better future.

Vet Influencers

Influencer marketing is not a new concept. Around 2010 is when we
saw a surge in influencer marketing. Crypto and NFT influencers have
the ability to affect the worth of a cryptocurrency based on their
recommendations. According to research, approximately 90% of
buyers would prefer to make their purchase based on the
recommendation of a trusted influencer rather than a media ad.

SocialMedia

While it first began with celebrities, it has expanded thanks to social
media (Instagram, TikTok, Youtube, etc.) into a multi-billion dollar
industry. And we will be on the different platforms with the faces you
familiar with.

PromoEvents/Giveaways

Like many crypto projects, we want to reward our early supporters and
encourage adoption as we continue to grow. We think the best way to
do that is by furthering crypto adoption by using Airdrop (in this case
giving it away as a promotional offering).

Authoritative KYC Audited



The purpose of KYC is to reduce the risk of identify theft, money
laundering, financial fraud, and the financing of criminal organizations.
KYC helps manage risks and helps to understand customer behaviors.
This importance of the KYC process requires intermediaries to collect
and verify basic details of customers which includes their name and
authorized signatures, legal status of an entity or person, the identity
of owners on the account and other information depending on FI risk
approach.

Disclaimer

Information Published in the Whitepaper, You act at your own risk in
dependency on the contents of the whitepaper. You should decide to act or
not act, you should contact a authorized lawyer in the relevant jurisdiction in
which you want or need help. In no way are the contributors to the
whitepaper responsible for the actions, decisions, or different action taken or
not taken by you in dependency upon the whitepaper. You are not approved
and nor must not should you rely on the whitepaper for legal advice,
business advice, or advice of any kind.

Involvement Risks

The team does not advise that any cryptocurrency should be bought,
sold, or held byyou. Do conduct your due diligence and consult your financial
advisor before making any financial decisions. By purchasing Candylad Coin,
you accept that you are not purchasing a safety or investment and you agree
to hold the team harmless and not liable for any lossesor taxes you may
receive. You also agree that the teamis presenting the token “as is” and is not
required to provide any support or services. You agree that by purchasing or
exchanging Candylad Coin tokens you may not claim any tax, fee, reward or
any transaction or activity from Candylad Coin, nor any of the Candylad Coin
team members, nor any other third-party. Any practicality of the Candylad
Coin application, the Candylad Coin Token as well as the Candylad Coin
Project mentioned within the present whitepaper is of purely technical nature
and not related to any legal demand of an Candylad Coin token holder.

Compliance with Tax Obligations



The team does not warranty compliance with any country across the
world. Always make sure that you comply with your local laws and
regulations before you make any purchase.

No Warranties

The whitepaper is provided on an “as is” groundwork without any
assurance of any kind regarding the whitepaper and/or any content, data,
materials, and/or services provided on the whitepaper.

Limitation of Liability

Unless otherwise required by law, in no event shallthe contributors to
the whitepaper be liable for any damages of any kind, including, but not
limited to, loss of use, loss of profits, or loss of data arising outof or in any
way affiliated with the use of the whitepaper.

Future Statements

There may be situations in this whitepaper that are forward-looking
statements. Such statements are subject to risks and uncertainty.
Participants are warning not to place excessive dependency on these
forward-looking statements. The effective results or events that change
afterwards may be different from what is implied here. The team shall not
guarantee the accuracy of the forward-looking statements outlined in this
whitepaper.
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